ISO/IEC 19795 Biometric Performance Testing & Reporting Standards and Other Performance Testing-Related Standards

- “ISO/IEC 19795-1: Principles and framework
- ISO/IEC 19795-2: Testing methodologies for technology and scenario evaluation
- ISO/IEC TR 19795-3: Modality-specific testing
- ISO/IEC 19795-4: Interoperability performance testing
- ISO/IEC 19795-5: Access control scenario and grading scheme
- ISO/IEC 19795-6: Testing methodologies for operational evaluation
- ISO/IEC 19795-7: Testing of on-card comparison algorithms
- ISO/IEC TR 29156: Guidance for specifying performance requirements to meet security & usability needs in applications using biometrics
- ISO/IEC 29197: Evaluation methodology for environmental influence in biometric system performance
- ISO/IEC 29198: Characterization and measurement of difficulty for fingerprint databases for technology evaluation
- ISO/IEC 29120: Machine readable test data for biometric testing and reporting